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This paper examines the interaction of pack ice with a floating production storage and offloading unit (FPSO). The vessel
maintains position using a thruster-assisted turret mooring. An ice dynamics model is used to conduct numerical simulations
of the interaction of the ice cover with the vessel. The model is based on solving equations describing the conservation of
mass and linear momentum together with a failure criterion for the ice cover. The vessel is modelled as a three-degrees-of-
freedom rigid body. The results give an evolution of the stresses and deformation of the ice cover, ice forces, and offsets of
the vessel. Ice conditions and FPSO characteristics typical for the Grand Banks were used in the simulations. The results
show a strong dependence of ice forces and vessel offsets on ice concentration. The roles of ice floe size and ice thickness
were less significant. The conclusions indicate that for the ice conditions considered, vessel offsets would fall well within the
operating capabilities of a typical Grand Banks FPSO.

INTRODUCTION

Station keeping for vessels, such as floating production storage
and offloading units (FPSOs) and drillships, in ice-covered waters
remains an area of active research. At locations where pack ice
can occur, turret mooring and thruster assistance are commonly
used to maintain offsets of a vessel within acceptable limits. In
most regions, active ice management would likely be used to
ensure that ice forces on the vessel and the resulting offsets are
kept within acceptable limits. Ice management would typically be
conducted with icebreakers to break the ice cover into smaller
floes, enhance ice clearing around the vessel, and alleviate pres-
sure buildup in the pack ice as necessary.

Ice management relies largely on experience to conduct the
appropriate icebreaking operations. Information is available from
early operations in the Beaufort Sea (Wright, 1999) and more
recent field observations and trials (e.g., Keinonen et al., 2006;
Moran et al., 2006; Rohlén, 2009; Maddock et al., 2011). A criti-
cal review of ice management literature was also given by Browne
et al. (2014), and Kubat and Sayed (2014) provided a survey of
related literature. Although there is a consensus that lower ice
concentrations (area coverage) and smaller floe sizes reduce ice
forces on a vessel, there is not a great deal of quantitative informa-
tion to confirm it. In this context, Liferov, McKeever, et al. (2018)
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and Liferov, Serre, et al. (2018) reported on station-keeping trials
in ice (SKT) in drifting ice, which were conducted in the Bay of
Bothnia. Those trials employed two Viking’s anchor handling sup-
ply vessels in moored, dynamic positioning and transient modes.
In this paper, we aim at quantifying the role of ice concentration
and floe size on ice forces and offsets of a vessel. The focus is
on the case of a large representative vessel with its bow oriented
toward oncoming ice (which is the most frequent interaction sce-
nario expected).

A numerical model is used to simulate ice interaction with the
station-keeping vessel and the resulting offsets. As noted above,
we consider an FPSO and ice conditions relevant to scenarios that
may be encountered on the Grand Banks. The resulting informa-
tion can be used to scope ice force levels in relation to the station-
keeping capability of the vessel. Clearly, capabilities will depend
on the vessel’s dimensions and geometry, mooring characteristics,
and available thrust.

THE NUMERICAL MODEL

Background

A few approaches have been used to simulate the ice cover
interactions with vessels. They include implementations of the dis-
crete element method (e.g., Metrikin and Løset, 2013; Daley et al.,
2014; Karulin and Karulina, 2017). Onishchenko and Marchenko
(2019) developed another approach that treats the ice cover as a
plastic material.

For the present method, the governing equations of the ice
model account for the conservation of mass and linear momen-
tum. Ice failure is represented by an extended von Mises criterion
combined with volumetric strain softening. A hybrid Eulerian-
Lagrangian approach is used to solve the governing equations
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